Analysis of avian bone response to mechanical loading-Part one: Distribution of bone fluid shear stress induced by bending and axial loading.
Mechanical loading-induced signals are hypothesized to be transmitted and integrated by a bone-connected cellular network (CCN) before reaching the bone surfaces where adaptation occurs. Our objective is to establish a computational model to explore how bone cells transmit the signals through intercellular communication. In this first part of the study the bone fluid shear stress acting on every bone cell in a CCN is acquired as the excitation signal for the computational model. Bending and axial loading-induced fluid shear stress is computed in transverse sections of avian long bones for two adaptation experiments (Gross et al. in J Bone Miner Res 12:982-988, 1997 and Judex et al. in J Bone Miner Res 12:1737-1745, 1997). The computed fluid shear stress is found to be correlated with the radial strain gradient but not with bone formation. These results suggest that the radial strain gradient is the driving force for bone fluid flow in the radially distributed lacunar-canalicular system and that bone formation is not linearly related to the loading-induced local stimulus.